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ABSTRACT

A single scatter elwtron Monte Carlo code (SSMC), CREEP, has been written which bridges the gap
between existing transport methods and modeling real physical processes. CREEP simulates ionization,
elastic and bremsstrahlung events individually. Excitation events are treated with an excitation-only stopping
power. The detailed nature of these simulations allows for calculation of backscatter and transmission
coefficients, backscattered energy spectra, stopping powers, energy deposits, depth dose, and a variety of
other associated quantities. Although computationally intense, the code relies on relatively few mathematical
assumptions, unlike other charged particle Monte Carlo methods such as the commonly-used condensed
history method. CREEP relies on sampling the Lawrence LNermore Evaluated Electron Data Library
(EEDL) which has data for all elements with an atomic number between 1 and 100, over an energy range
from approximately several eV (or the binding energy of the material) to 100 GeV. Compounds and mixtures
may also be used by combhing the appropriate element data via Bragg additivity.

I. INTRODUCTION

Simulating electron intem.ctions in media involves unique challenges relative to other types of particle
transport, for several reasons. First, the cross sections for electrons tend to be five or six orders of magnitude
higher than those for neutrons or photons of the same energy, so simulation of each collision has hkorically
been too time-consuming to be done routinely. For instance, the mean free path of a 1 MeV electron in
water is approximately 10–4 cm, which is quite small in relation to the volumes of interest for most transport
problems.

Secondly, the fractional energy loss per collision is frequently five orders of magnitude smaller for electrons
than it is for photons. This indicates that the number of interactions required for an electron to give up
all of its energy is very large. With a few rare but important exceptions, single interactions do not change
the electron’s phase space by a large amount. It is rather the cumulative effect of many small changes that
result in the characteristics of the electron track. Thus it is important to have accurate physics for each
event, since errors will easily compound as the electron slows down.

Finally, even though most of the changes in energy and angle are small, they are not insignificant. For
heavier charged particles, one can usually make a simple (Gaussian-like) approximation for the lateral dk-
tribution; for electrons, these approximations do not hold as well because they tend to underestimate the
degree of lateral transport.

A. Why Single Scatter?

Single scatter physics is gaining attention for electron transport, despite the fact that it is inherently
very time consuming. One reason is that since single scatter calculations conform (more) closely to the
physical processes the electron undergoes, they can serve as a means to explore the validity of assumptions
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used in other transport techniques. In particular, ””klnglescattering can help make efficient electron transport
methods, like condensed hktory, 1 more accurate.

SSMC allows large angle scatter and backscatter measurements to be calculated with greater accuracy in
a reliable manner. Large angle scatter and backscatter, being relatively rare, result in much of the seemingly
eccentric energy deposition behavior of electron beams (and photon beams for that matter, since photons
deposit their energy to the medium through secondary electrons), including lateral blooming with distance
and nonuniformities (“hot” or “cold” spots) found near changes in the medium type or density.

B. The EEDL Database

The Evaluated Electron Data Library was established at LLNL by 1990 to complement the ENDL
(Evaluated Nuclear Data Library) and EPDL (Evaluated Photon Data Library). Complete documents
detailing its contents, with derivations, are available [1-3]. Cross sections for each atomic subshell, for each
interaction, are tabulated on an energy grid with a variable placement of points between 10 eV and 100 GeV,
for atomic numbers 1 to 100.

The elastic scattering cross sections are based on those of Mott for energies greater than 256 keV and of
Riley below 256 keV. These data were then extrapolated to cover the entire energy range. Spectra, in the
form of probability distribution functions (PDFs), of angular deflections for a variety of incident energies are
also tabulated. The impact ionization cross sections are based on the Moller formalism with other corrections
to accurately model small energy loss collisions. Energy loss spectra are available at a number of incident
energies for individual ionization and bremsstrahlung events, as well as the spectral average energy loss. The
excitation database contains cross sections and the average energy loss to excitation as a function of incident
energy. There are no spectral data for excitation energy loss in EEDL.

It should by noted that an independent, previous electron single scatter code, also based on the EEDL
data, was written by BaNiiger [4] in 1991 at LLNL and provided a strong foundation for this work.

II. Methods

The CREEP code is written in FORTRAN and C, in a very simple style with the intent of being ex-
tremely portable. Since this code is intended primarily as a means to explore basic physical properties of
the medium, the present incarnation assumes only simple geometries: either spherical (user specifies radius)
or slab (user specifies x, y, z), consisting of one type of material. Several slabs may be pieced together to
simulate a layered geometry, since the output of one slab may be used as spectral input into a distal slab,
and the backscattered energy spectrum from the each interface can be transported backwards in the prior
medium.

A. Physics Algorithms

The overall aJgorithm for a truly single scatter charged particle code is a direct analog of the algorithm
that has historically been used in photon and neutron Monte Carlo codes. Briefly, one finds the distance
to interaction by finding the totaJ cross section at the present energy and uses the relation s = –A in(v) ,
where ~ is a random number on the interval (O, 1]. One then determines which interaction took place, by
forming and sampling from a cumulative probability based on the cross sections for each of the four possible
interactions (ionization, excitation, elastic scatter, bremsstrahlung). The energy, position and trajectory of
the particle is updated to reflect the chosen interaction in a manner described for each below. Then the
same process is begun again, provided the electron has not escaped the medium or fallen below the energy
cutoff.

The CREEP code deviates from the ideal single scatter algorithm in that it does not simulate every
excitation event individually. Instead, it subtracts off the expected excitation loss after each of the other

‘See Appendix on Condensed History hfonte Carlo for a brief explanation of this method.
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events, as described in the
was little to gain by direct

excitation section below.
simulation of excitations,

This choice was made because it was felt that there
since they do not have a large effect on the electron

trajectory, and the amount of the overall energy loss to this mechanism – although it can be large – doesn’t
vary much. Furthermore, since the excitation &oss section is large, much simula~on time would-be devoted
to this very small gain in accuracy.

Ionization
..

To simulate an ionization interaction, the knock-on electron energy is sampled from a spectrum. The
EEDL database has a number of spectra tallied for various incident energies; statistical interpolation is used
to choose between them. Once the energy of the knock-on has been selected, 2-body kinematics (neglecting
binding energy) are used to update the primary electron’s trajectory. If TO is the kinetic energy of the
electron in electron mass units, and the ratio x is defined by x = * , then the outgoing angles are
given by

rX(TO + 2)

‘s6’” = (xTo) + 2

and for the knock-on electron

“S’k-k’m

(1)

(2)

Note that because the binding energy is neglected, these angles are less valid at energies near it. Since
such electrons don’t travel far, this assumption doea not have a large impact on the overall transport results.

CREEP handles secondary electrons by putting the primary on a memory “stack” and tracking the knock-
on irnme&ately, until they fall below the energy cutoff or escape the volume, at which point the pnmaxy
history is continued. A special energy cutoff parameter is used for knock-ens, so the user can readily imitate
class H condensed history codes, wh~ch only simulate ionization events if the knock-on is above a particular
energy.

Presently it is assumed that all binding energy is locally deposited. However, this assumption is known
to be somewhat weak since significant fractions of the binding energy may be re-emitted as Auger electrons
or fluorescent x-rays. While the .Auger electrons do not travel far, many of the x-rays arc emitted at energies
that fall just below the photoekctric edges, where the cross-sections are small and they can therefore carry
their energy relatively far from the interaction site. Another LLNL database, EADL (Evaluated Atomic Data
Library) contains all the necessary information to model these relaxations physically, but is not incorporated
into the code at this time.

Elastic Scattering

In elastic scatter interactions, an incident electron traveling in the vicinity of a nucleus scatters off the
nucleus at some angle without a significant loss in energy, due to the large mass difference between the two.
To simulate this event, one samples a scattered angle from EEDL (where it is tabulated as 1 – p; p being the
cosine of the scattered angle) and updates the trajectory. Although most elastic scattering results in only
a small angle, it is this mechanism that is almost exclusively responsible for the phenomena of backscatter
and large angle scatter.

Bremsstrahlung

Bremsstrahlung interactions occur when the electron passes near the nucleus and accelerates due to the
interaction of their Coulomb fields, causing a photon to be emitted. Although low energy photons are more
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likely, an electron can lose up to all of its energy to the photon. In CREEP, the photon energy is sampled from
a spectrum, and an empirical relation can be used to determine the angle of the electron after interaction:

mQ2
P = 1 – (l{:.c;v – -&- (3)

The “birth” angle of the bremsstrahlung photon is more difficult; it is most correctly obtained by sampling
the Schiff formula [5], but CREEP uses the approximation

-.

e= m~c?

nw?i- h’.
(4)

where the denominator represents the total energy of the electron before the event.
Currently CREEP does not track the bremsstrahlung photons that are created; they are assumed to

escape the geometry - they are effectively “lost” from the problem. This includes a loss of any additional
electrons the brem photons would have generated, so CREEP cannot assume any energy deposits arishg
from photons. A better approach would involve storing their phsse space parameters on a stack or tallied
in distributions for later simulation by a photon transport code.

Excitation

The energy loss due to excitations is accounted for by finding the total excitation cross section at current
energy, and using the mean energy lost to excitation events at that energy to construct an excitation-only
stopping power through the relation

(~)ez = ~W.=G (5)

where ~A is Avogadro’s number, A is the atomic weight, p is the density, a.= is the total excitation cross
section (summed over all subshells), and ~ is the mean energy baa due to excitation at a given primary
energy. TMs stopping power is multiplied by the diitance between the iast event and the present event to
get the energy lost to excitations in transit, whkh is subtracted from the electron’s energy before calculating
the distance to the next event.

B. Compounds and Mixtures

A special version of the CREEP code handles all compounds and mixtures by combining the EEDL
element data using Bragg additivity. The user must enter mass fractions of each element in the compound
or mixture. The density used is that for the compound as a whole.

This simple approach does not account for any chemical binding effects, whkh start to become important
near the binding energy of the medium.

The algorithm is the same as that described in the beginning of the previous discussion for elements,
except that once the dktance to the next interaction is found, the next step is to select whkh medium the
electron will interact with (by comparing a random number to their mass-fraction weighted cross sections)
and then selecting the type of interaction as usual within that medium.

111.Results

Benchmarking of this code with experiment for a variety of elements and select compounds and mixtures,
over the energy range of the EEDL database, is a large effort that is still in its infancy. There are many
possible outputs of this code to be analyzed; some of which can be readily compared to experiments and
theoretical models. Other information has no feasible experimental equivalent and as such is of interest
primarily in a qualitative sense (such as “event maps” which plot interaction sites for all types of interac-
tions). .4 few examples of both quantitative and qualitative results are shown in the remainder of this section.
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.4. BackScatter Studies

Historically, backscatter has been difficult for condensed history codes to simulate correctly. Figure 1

shows two examples of backscatter information generated by CREEP compared to experimental values. The
agreement is generally quite good.
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Figure 1: LEFT: CREEP backscatter percentage (includlng backscattered secondary electrons) compared to
the experiments of Darlington et al [6] and Neubert et d [7]. RIGHT: The backscattered energy spectrum
resulting from a 10 keV electron impinging on the surface of an aluminum slab that is large in x, y, and z
compared to the mean free path of the incident electron.

B. Transmission Studies

Figure 2 strikingly illustrates both the strengJhs and the limitations of the present version of CREEP.
For each of the four curves shown, an electron of relatively low energy (not more than 500 times the binding
energy) is incident on a thin slab (not more than 20 mean free paths) and the amount of energy each electron
lost after having traversed the slab is tallied. Although a Landau energy loss distribution [8] (the basis for
energy loss in some condensed history codes) would predct a wide. smooth distribution, SSMC gives a highly
structured, asymmetric dktribution, having the same mean.

The first distinctive feature of these curves is a zer~amplitude region in the low energy loss region,
implying that no electrons escape without losing at least some energy. This region ends abruptly at the
energy loss that corresponds to the excitation-only stopping power times the thickness of the slab, where a
sharp peak is seen. The peaks are due to electrons that escape the slab without undergoing any ionization
(or brem) events. The sharpness of these peaks is therefore an artifact resulting from not modeling individual
excitation events.

The next distinctive feature of these curves is a gap of low amplitude following the peak. This disconti-
nuity is due to the binding energy of the material, which, for gold (2=79) is 8.3 eV and for tantalum (2=73)
is 7.31 eV. If an electron doesn’t escape without ionization, it must give up the binding energy (in this code
locally deposited in the medium), which explains the lack of electrons seen until the low, broad peak. The
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Figure 2: LEFT: The exiting energy loss spectra after 32 keV electrons are transmitted through gold (Z=79)
slabs of two different thicknesses: 2.87 x 10-6 cm (approximately 10 mean free paths) and 5.74 x 10-6 cm
(approximately 20 mean the paths). RIGHT: Same in tantalum (2=73) for a constant thickness of 3.0 x
10-6 cm at two different energies. See text for discussion.

shoulder on the large-energy-loss side of this peak rolls off very grachdy, as there is progressively smaller
probabfilty of multiple ionization events and/or single large energy loss events.

C. Energy Deposition Curves

Comparisofi of the CREEP single scatter Monte Carlo (SSMC) code with experiment and with ETRAN,
a class I condensed history Monte Carlo (CHMC) code, are shown in figure 3. Agreement to experiment
is generally reasonable. There are some discrepancies in the build-up region (and in the peak region for
aluminum) that are apparent in the comparisons between CREEP and ETRAN. These are currently under
investigation, and are possibly due to the choice of interpolation routines in CREEP,

D. C)ther Quantities of Interest

In addition to the preceding quantities, CREEP also calculates stopping powers (the amount of energy
lost per unit distance for both radiative and collisional events), energy deposits due to individual interaction
types, and “real” pathlength (cumulative d~tance between events) which can be used to calculate detour
factors (the ratio to the real range compared to the CSDA range).

V. DISCUSSION

Single scatter electron transport is time consuming. This method is not intended to be a general-purpose
means of electron transport, but rather an extremely powerful tool for use in situations where it is desirable
to obtain information about the basic interaction of electrons with the medium. Some timings are shown
in Table I. In general, the simulation time increases with the number of histories, the geometry size, and as
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Figure 3: Energy deposition is shown as a function of depth into the medium, where the depth has been
normalized to the CSDA range of the electron in each case. The points attributed to Lockwood et dare from
calorimetric measurement; the comparisons are absolute [9]. These are compared to CREEP (single scatter
Monte Carlo), as well ETRAN (condensed hiitory Monte Carlo) as published in Lockwood [9].

the energy threshold is lowered. All of these require more interactions to simulated. The version of the code
which includes compounds and mixtures is also notably slower than the element versions, due to the need
to find cross sections in each element for every step, and then compare them to decide in which element the
interaction will take place. Table 1 gives some feel for how the run time scales with different media.

Clearly if thk method is to become practical, there must be a means for a radical speed up in the exe-
cution time. Such a means has been suggested in the Local-to-Globai algorithm. [10] The Local-To-Global
concept relies on tallying precomputed probability distributions resulting from a geometry element of fixed
size, for a fixed incident energy and material type. Research in this area for CREEP is currently underway
and is expected to lead to speed-ups whkh will lead to getting single scatter accuracy in about the same
running time as is required by condensed history.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The need for a reliable low-energy electron transport method is currently great, and continues to grow
with advances in microdosimetry and microtechnology, especially given the fact that some condensed history
approximations tend to become poor at low energies and/or small step sizes [4]. Can SSMC fill this need?

The answer of course depends on the context. Although there are no inherent step size limitations, at
energies comparable to the binding energy of the material, there are at least three approximations in CREEP
that become weak, as pointed out earlier. First, the kinematics which are used to find the scatter angle after
an ionization event neglect binding energy. This alone will probably not cause a major perturbation in the
electron trajectory, since large-angle electron scatter is primarily an elastic event. Second, in compounds,
chemical binding effects are neglected. So, for example, the binding energy of an H2 molecule is 16.4 eV,

but CREEP would use the binding energy of elemental hydrogen, 13.6 eV. Third, as mentioned previously,
the binding energy is locally deposited, rather than simulating the atomic relaxation process and tracking
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Table 1: Timings for several CREEP runs on a SunSparc 20 running Solaris OS 2.51. Each medium was
a slab of 1 mm thick. Results for the number of interactions, the number of calls to the random number
generator (RNG), and the user time are normalized per incident h~tory.

Medium Density (g/cc) Interactions RNG calls User Time (s) I ~tio

H 1 x 10-4 0.667 8 2.52 X 10-4 1
0 1.4 x 10-3 5.098 39 1.77 x 1O-J 7.02

Na 1.0 6714 48001 1.35 5357
H20 1.0 8057 71714 3.30 13095
Au 19.3 19810 14.5541 6.98 27698

the resultant Auger electrons and fluorescent photons. Although LLNL maintains a database that would
address these issues (EADL), it has not been coupled to CREEP’s transport. In addition, the non-discrete
treatment of excitation events may also pr&sent problems at these energies or higher regimes if the spatial
extent of the medium is on the order of the number of pathlengths required to traverse it. A simple energy
straggling algorithm for excitation would probably soften these effects, however. Finally, and most funda-
mentally, there is the problem of the uncertainty of the cross section data itself.

Because of its slow run times, the single scatter algorithm presented here is not a general-purpose trans-
port tool. However, there are certain instances in which it is desirable to obtain the most accurate answer
possible - regardless of the time required. When doea single scatter simulation have the most acceptable run
times? It is most feasible when the total number of interactions is relatively small, as in a case involving
low initial energy, a thin target, minute volume, or sparse rneda. Chemically simple me&a are much faster
than media which have many elemental components.

Eventually it is expected that SSMC may become useful as a benchmarking tool for new scattering theo-
ries, a learning tool for developing physical intuition about parts of a large problem, and a modeling tool for
small instruments such as some ion chambers, and other devices for studying energy deposition or interaction
sites on a small scale.
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APPENDIX – Condensed History Monte Carlo

The technique of condensed history [11] is the most prevalent type of electron transport. It circumvents
the problem of too many interactions by “conde~sing” the effect of numerous collisions into a single “step”
through the medium. Rather than attempting to model all interactions, a representation of the aggregate
effect of multiple collisions after a given step size is made.

In traditional condensed history methods, there are three categories of approximations made concerning
the net effect of many interactions on the energy loss and spatial petitioning of the electron. A multiscatter
angular deflection distribution (usually that of Moliere [12] or Goudsmit-Saunderson [13]) is used to select
the scattering angle at the end of a step. .4 straight-line approximation, modHied by a correction to take
into account that the electron is not exactly traveling in a straight path during the step, is included. Finally,
an expression for energy loss during a step is also required, which should account for the statistical variation
in the energy deposited for a given distance traveled.

Condensed hktory codes are further be broken down into class I and class 11 algorithms. In class I
algorithms, such as ETRAN [14], ITS [15], and MCNP [16], there are no individual collisions modeled;
multi-scatter distributions are used exclusively. In class II algorithms, such as EGS4, certain “catastrophic”
interactions are modeled individually, while the rest are handled with restricted multi-scattering distributions.

Both chsses of condensed hktory methods have a limited range of validity as a result of relying on
empirical approximations. For example, Ballinger has shown [4] that at low energies (below a few keV) the
results of class I condensed history codes are inaccurate. This is partially because they rely on a Landau
distribution [8] for energy loss, which allows the possibility of large energy losses, but deposits the energy
locally instead of transferring it to secondary electrons. It is thus not reliable for situations involving
secondary disequilibrium. Class II electron transport codes explicitly transport secondary electrons above a
threshold energy, but they also break down at low energies. This is due in part to the small substep sizes
that =e used at low energies; very small sub-steps do not contain enough interactions to make the (Moliere)
multi-scatter distributions valid. 2 Short sub-steps not only cause the simulation to slow down, they often
cause inaccurate electron energy loss. In both class I and class 11 algorithms, large sub-steps increase the
efficiency, but the results can be inaccurate due to poor representation of the electron location, since the
straight fllght path approximation becomes worse as the step size increases.

2An exception is Bielajew’s recent single-scatter extensiotdf the Moliere theory for EGS4 [17].
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